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Nunya Cera alba

Bless you all to heck, you

beautiful stripèd bastards 

Rocketing around with your 

nonsense physics 

Building golden palaces 

with your weird miracle orifices 

Effusing waxes and jellies—

Apparently, you can only produce good things 

Save for maybe your one 

Kamikaze bullet 

that you hold on to 

in the defense of Her Majesty— 

You would transmute my skin

into festering lava bubbles 

Wouldn’t you, 

you loyal little beasts?

Those hexagonal labyrinthine citadels 

older than the first stories told 

make Giza’s polyhedron piles 

look garbagio

What should take you years 

is complete in four weeks’ time 

(you “Teamwork makes the dream work” motherfuckers)

And serves to store that incandescent ichor—

Non-perishable perfection—

Crafted in miniature waxen beer vats,

fueled by the grotesque tree sex 

that enrages my sinuses 

Every. Year.

You wingèd robot muses 

fending off furry dragons,

giving to the rest of us 

tenfold what you take 

Float high on the winds 

and buzz to your heart’s content—

Just please 

don’t leave us,

you incredible creepazoid clones
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The audacity 

to demand, claim 

me as 

possession. 

Assert ownership 

over a body not your own. 

And I submitted, And I submitted, 

felt myself 

unwillingly 

unknowingly 

accepting that I was less. 

Yield to your hand on my neck 

teeth grazing—hungry—on my inner thigh 

eyes unforgiving, relentless as you eyes unforgiving, relentless as you 

made me. 

Made me 

     diminish 

         decline 

            disappear

Love: an intense feeling of deep affection 

Submission: the action or fact of accepting or yielding to superior force or the will or 

           the authority of another 

I cannot pinpoint / track / articulate 

the place on the map or 

the road where 

I started yielding I started yielding 

all I remember is 

a blur of restriction (we tumbled 

down the path together)

gripping me tighter—tighter 

Letting you hewn away 

my ability to say “no.” 

Commanded me Commanded me 

to bend 

to you—for you. 

HUMAN GARBAGE

and when you were done 

I was forced to know the difference 

between making love / sex / submission. 

Submitting to 

the calculated cold deconstruction of 

my wholeness.

Accepting thatAccepting that

I would only operate as fragment 

like time chips away the moon 

but even she waxes 

and becomes whole again.  

I went home and sat on the shower floor. Scrubbed 

and scrubbed my body until the skin went red and 

raraw, but still couldn’t shake the feeling that I was dirty. 

Dirty like: when my eight grade health teacher said, 

“all you have to do is say no” 

Dirty like: when “no” didn’t make it stop

broken, bruised, battered 

slacken, shrink, subside, 

weaken, wither, wane 

make roommake room
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